Title: EDUCATIONAL GAME WITH ENVIRONMENTAL THEME AND GOLF COURSE LAYOUT

Abstract: A method of accessing information relating to environmental regulations by playing a game having a theme which resembles a map of golf course. The player steps though a number of tasks for each hole on the golf course. The sequence of tasks is ordered so as to educate the player as to the steps needed to implement a comprehensive environmental management plan for a real golf course.
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TITLE

Educational game with environmental theme and golf course layout
DESCRIPTION

e-par™ is an electronic environmental performance and review software package that has been developed specifically for the golfing industry. It was invented because of environmental problems the golfing industry are experiencing.

The software contains graphics that represent an 18 hole golf course. The golf course has been designed by Terry Muir. Each hole of the course requires a number of tasks (shots) that must be completed to complete the hole.

Each task represents a golf shot shot and each shot is scored in an electronic linked environmental scorecard. For example some holes are par 3 which requires 3 environmental tasks and some are par 4 and 5 which require 4 or 5 environmental tasks be completed respectively.

The graphics also contain a moving golf ball and sound effects and location markers for the user to know where they are in the development of their environmental program.

The 18 holes represent 18 elements that are required to demonstrate worlds best practice in environmental management to international standards.

The graphics also contain electronic links that are attached to each shot as shot guidance. This shot guidance is actually environmental advice and worksheets to assist in the completion of the various environmental tasks or shots.

It is a unique program that provides an electronic environmental management system for the golf course environment. The disk is accompanied by a hardcopy scorecard and electronic environmental scorecard so the golf club can evaluate if their environmental performance is on par. Hence the name e-par™
e-par\textsuperscript{TM} was developed in response to an overwhelming demand from the golfing industry to implement environmental management programs. The industry was finding that golf course superintendents were finding it difficult to comprehend their environmental management requirements.

Further description is shown on pages 5/8, 6/7 and 7/8.
CLAIMS

The software is patentable because it includes a mode for achieving an end result that is artificially created by the user and the benefits are of economic value as the golf clubs develop their own environmental program without the need to engage expensive consulting firms.

The software has industry wide application and can be applied at any golf course worldwide.

The graphics used are unique and there is no interactive environmental management software currently in use to solve environmental management issues.

The software and the graphics are designed to educate the golfing industry on environmental management.

It simplifies the environmental management process down to individual golf shots.

Each golf shot represents an environmental management task and the answer is provided by the software.

Terry Muir
Inventor
Director
Environmental Business Solutions Pty Ltd
3 August 2004
IS YOUR COURSE ON PAR ENVIRONMENTALLY?

Create and manage your own environmental management program and play golf at the same time.
For effective environmental management to become a reality for every golf course.

Environmental Business Solutions has developed a software program that simplifies the environmental management process. e-par™ is a set of formalised principles and procedures that any golf club can use to better manage its interaction with the environment.

Once loaded, the software will guide you through a round of golf. Over 18 holes the software provides quick self-service access to all the required environmental information.

Expressed in terms that are understandable and usable e-par™ is built onto a golf course where each shot played completes an environmental management task. Each hole of the course represents an important environmental management goal and as you play each shot e-par™ provides you with all the "how-to" information required to achieve that goal.

e-par™ provides templates, sample documents, checklists and advice. Upon completion of the 18th hole you will have developed your club’s environmental management program.

Designed with simplicity in mind e-par™ is easy to use and navigate your way through the program. e-par™ provides all the elements required to conform to International Standard ISO 14001. The software loads in minutes and your club’s operating environmental management program can be developed and implemented in a matter of weeks.

**Benefits**

- Easy-to-Use can be loaded and operational within a few minutes.
- High quality sample documents and checklists that can be easily customised and reused.
- Cost savings as you develop your own environmental management program.
- Improved environmental performance.
- Reduced environmental risk.
- Compliance with environmental legislation.
- Ability to identify relevant environmental laws.
- Enhanced corporate image.
- Due diligence.
- Conforms to international recognised standard.
Declaration as to non-prejudicial disclosures or exceptions to lack of novelty (Rules 4.17(v) and 51bis.1(a)(v)):

In relation to this International application No. ..., Terry John Watts declares that the subject matter in this declaration and International application was disclosed as follows:

(i) (a) International Exhibition - Turloghes Conference.

(ii) to be launched on 23 June 2004.

(iii) This declaration is made for the purposes of all designations.
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